Spatiotemporal dynamics of fungicide resistance in the wheat pathogen Zymoseptoria tritici in France.
Management of pesticide resistance is a major issue in modern agricultural systems, particularly in the context of the broader challenge of reducing pesticide use. However, such management must be adapted to resistance dynamics, which remains challenging to predict due to its dependence on many biological traits of pests, interactions with the environment and pesticide use. We retrospectively studied the evolution of reported resistances to four modes of action (benzimidazoles, quinone outside inhibitors, sterol demethylation inhibitors and succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors), in French populations of the wheat pathogen Zymoseptoria tritici. We used statistical models to analyse the Performance trial network data set (2004-2017; ∼ 70 locations in France yearly). They highlighted contrasting behaviours between phenotypes, for example: (i) stable spatial distributions and colonization front structures over time, and (ii) different frequency growth rates at the national scale and between regions. We provide a quantitative description of the spatiotemporal patterns of resistance evolution for fungicides with several modes of action. Moreover, we highlight some unexpected resistance dynamics in France, with major differences between the north and south. This complex pattern of resistance evolution in French populations is consistent with previous descriptions of dynamics at the European scale. These results should make it easier to anticipate evolution locally and to improve the management of resistance. © 2019 Society of Chemical Industry.